Upcoming Events

Penn Sociology presents:
Alec Gershberg
"The Political Economy of
Education Reform in
Developing Countries"
November 10

PSC presents:
Juliet Schor
"Structural Drivers of Carbon
Emissions: New Research on
Domestic Inequality and Time
Use"
November 13

Penn Economics presents:
Joseph Hotz
"Parenthood, Family Friendly
Firms, and the Gender Gaps
in Early Work Careers"
November 16

NIH Public Access Policy and Compliance
Be sure to read a new announcement from the NIH about publication compliance and
recommended journals that comply with the NIH Public Access Policy. The Population
Studies Center's Guide to the NIH Public Access Policy includes a list of ways the PSC
Staff can assist with compliance.
The PSC Information Services Staff (Nykia Perez Kibler & Shannon Crane) can assist with
interpreting journal guidelines regarding the NIH Public Access Policy (will they deposit, do
you have to deposit yourself, and if so, what version do you have permission to deposit?).
They can also provide guidance on how to deposit and navigate the NIHMS system. They
can communicate with publishers about compliance with funding guidelines and create a
list of your PMCID's. PSC Administrative (Julia Crane) & Business Staff (Mary Burns) can
assist you with obtaining grant numbers for your funding and help you determine if your
funding is "direct". If you have any questions about the NIH Public Access Policy,
publishing, or funder compliance please send an email to
psc_library@mailmain.ssc.upenn.edu.

New Publications by PSC Research Associates
Over the course of the past few years Hyunjoon Park has written about the relationship between
single-sex schools and students' STEM (science, technology, engineering and mathematics)
outcomes. Recently a 2012 Working Paper about this topic was listed on SSRN's Top 10
download list for: Gender in the Global Research Landscape.
Park, H., Behrman, J. R., & Choi, J. (2012). Do Single-Sex Schools Enhance Students’
STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics) Outcomes. Philadelphia, PA:
Penn Institute for Economic Research, University of Pennsylvania.
In a forthcoming version of the article Park, Behrman and Choi discuss the assignment of
students into single-sex vs. coeducational high schools in Seoul, South Korea which provides an
interesting context to study causal effects of single-sex schools.
Park, H., Behrman, J. R., & Choi, J. (2018). Do single-sex schools enhance students’
STEM (science, technology, engineering, and mathematics) outcomes? Economics of
Education Review, 62, 35-47.

CHIBE Roybal Pilot Program
CHIBE invites proposals from affiliated
faculty for pilot projects that translate ideas
from behavioral economics into practice in ‘real world’ settings, specifically testing
interventions that reach middle-aged and elderly Americans at high risk for premature
morbidity and mortality. Details about eligibility and requirements here. The deadline for
submitting applications is November 17, 2017.

PAA Affairs: Winter Edition
Deadline is December 5th!
The PAA Affairs newsletter is seeking contributions
including book releases, new positions, or upcoming
conferences, new data, training/courses and jobs.
Submit here.

The Behavioral Evidence Hub is a
database of community-contributed
behavioral science projects that offers
a platform to share applicable, usable,
and effective research strategies. It is
a new way for researchers to
disseminate findings seamlessly with
other problem-solvers across the globe. B-Hub bridges the longstanding gap between
research and the real world by collecting evidence-based, behaviorally-informed solutions
and bringing them directly to the people who can put them to work. Learn more here.

NIH Behavioral & Social Sciences Research
Festival Connecting People to Advance Health
The NIH Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research (OBSSR)
and the NIH Behavioral and Social Sciences Research Coordinating
Committee invite you to attend the “NIH Behavioral and Social Sciences
Research Festival: Connecting People to Advance Health,” on Friday, December 8, 2017 at the
NIH main campus in Bethesda, MD. This annual festival brings together behavioral and social
scientists within the NIH extramural and intramural communities to network and collaborate with
each other and share scientific ideas; highlight recently funded behavioral and social sciences
research that the NIH supports; and explore ways to advance behavioral and social sciences
research (Draft Agenda- PDF). Register here.

Please contact psc_library@mailman.ssc.upenn.edu to submit news & events or with questions.
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